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Issues of Transactions made solely as an
Investment & Composite Transaction
under the Indian Merger Control Regime
Ajay Goel

he Indian merger regime is
a mandatory regime. Any
person or enterprise, who
or which proposes to enter
into a combination, is
mandatorily required to
give notice to the
Competition Commission of India (CCI)
under Section 6(2) of the Competition
Act,2002 (Act) prior to entering into a
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combination. In terms of Section 43A of
the Act, if any person or enterprise fails to
give notice under Section 6 (2), the CCI can
impose a penalty which may extend to one
per cent of the total turnover or the assets,
whichever is higher, of such a combination.

various decisions of the CCI to clarify the
issues from time to time, are;

The two main areas under the Indian
merger control regime,which are
ambiguous regarding notification of a
proposed transaction, notwithstanding the

TRANSACTIONS MADE ‘SOLELY AS AN
INVESTMENT’
It is noticed from various decisions of the
CCI that it considers not only the

(i)exemption of transactions made solely as
an investment and
(ii) composite transaction.
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controlling minority investment as a matter
of concern but also considersacquisition of
even non-controlling minority stake as a
potential competition concern. The CCI
hasobserved in the past that an acquisition
could be considered as ‘solely as an
investment’ if the acquirer had no intention
to directly or indirectly participate in the
formulation and determination of the
business decisions of the target. However,
the acquisition of less than 25 per cent may
raise competition concernand need to be
looked into if the acquirer and the target
are engaged in business of substitutable
products/services or in vertically related
activities and exemption of ‘solely as an
investment’ transactions may not be
applicable in cases where the parties enter
into a strategic alliance.
COMPOSITE TRANSACTION COMPRISING
INTER-CONNECTED STEPS
The main purpose of incorporating

Regulation 9 (4)1 in the Competition
Commission of India (Procedure in regard
to the transaction of business relating to
combinations) Regulations (Combination
regulations), originally notified on
11.05.2011, has been to simplify thefiling
process and avoid multiple filings by way
of giving a single composite notice in case
of inter related transactions. However, the
2015 Amendment Regulations2 which
replaced the word ‘may’ with ‘shall’and the
2016 Amendment Regulations3 which
removed the term ‘inter-dependent on each
other’ as a consequence of these
amendments, made it obligatory on the
part of the acquirer to file a single notice
for a composite transaction covering all the
inter-connected transactions.
ISSUES IN COMPOSITE TRANSACTION
There have been many cases in which the
CCI has treated composite transaction
comprising inter-connected steps as part of

a single combination.
In a combination case4, the CCI, in its order
of 02.05.2016,while quoting from the
European Commission’s Consolidated
Jurisdictional Notice which stated that “if
two or more transactions (each of them
bringing about an acquisition of control)
take place within a two-year period
between the same persons or undertakings,
they shall be qualified as a single
concentration, irrespective of whether or
not those transactions relate to parts of the
same business or concern the same… It is
sufficient if the transactions, although not
carried out between the same companies,
are carried out between companies
belonging to the same respective groups”
held that the acquisitions by Piramal
Enterprise Limited of equity shares of the
entities belonging to Shriram Group were
inter-related transactions and part of a
single combination.

“Where the ultimate intended effect of a business transaction is achieved by way of a series of steps or smaller individual transactions which are inter-connected or inter-dependent on each other, one or more of
which may amount to a combination, a single notice, covering all these transactions, may be filed by the parties to the combination.”

1

Regulation 9(4): “Where the ultimate intended effect of a business transaction is achieved by way of a series of steps or smaller individual transactions which are inter-connected or inter- dependent on each
other, one or more of which may amount to a combination, a single notice, covering all these transactions, shall be filed by the parties to the combination.” ( as amended on 01.07.2015)

2

Regulation 9(4): “Where the ultimate intended effect of a business transaction is achieved by way of a series of steps or smaller individual transactions which are inter-connected, one or more of which may
amount to a combination, a single notice, covering all these transactions, shall be filed by the parties to the combination”. (as amended on 07.01.2016)

3

C-2015/02/249 (Piramal Enterprises Limited)

4
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CCI DECLARES NOTICE AS INVALID IN CASES
WHEREIN INTER-CONNECTED TRANSACTION
WAS NOT NOTIFIED
In case No.C-2014/12/234 involving
acquisition of equity share capital of
Manipal Health Enterprises Private Limited
by TPG Asia VI SF Private Limited, the CCI
in the earlier noticefiled by the acquirer
held that the demerger of assets was an
inter-connected part of the composite
transaction and hence the earlier notice
was not valid. The CCI directed the parties
to file a fresh notice for the composite
transaction.

In combination case No.C-2013/05/122
pertaining to acquisition of 24 percent
equity interest in Jet Airways (India)
Limited (Jet) by Etihad Airways PJSC
(Etihad), the CCI noted that the partieshad
also entered into agreement regarding sale
of three landing/take-off slots of Jet
atLondon Heathrow Airport to Etihad and
lease of these slots back to Jet, and that the
said transaction had not been notified
before consummation.The CCI held
different steps of the transaction including
the LHR Slots Agreement as one composite
business combination.

In combination case No.C-2015/06/285
involving investment by certain investors
in Sapphire Foods India Private Limited
(Sapphire) and Sapphire’s acquisition of
certain restaurants, the CCI did not accept
claim of Sapphire made in its earlier
filingthatSapphire only was acquirerand
not its potential investors and accordingly
decided that the earlier notice was not valid
and directed Sapphire to file a fresh notice
for the composite transaction.

Case No.C-2014/02/153was filed to notify a
combination whereby the resorts and time
share business of Sterling Holiday Resorts
(India) Limited (‘SHRIL’) were to be
transferred by way of a demerger from
SHRIL to Thomas Cook Insurance Services
(India) Limited (‘TCISI’),[a subsidiary of
Thomas Cook (India) Limited (‘TCIL’)] and
SHRIL with its residual business was to be
amalgamated into TCIL. However, certain
other related acquisitions were claimed to

be exempted under the target exemption i.e.
subscription and purchase of equity shares
capital of SHRIL by TCISIL,open offer and
market purchase of equity shares of
SHRILby TCISIL. As the parties in this
regard took a plea that Regulations 9 (4)
did not impose an obligation to file a
composite notice,5 the CCI noted that the
regulation could not be interpreted to
consummate a particular step in a
composite combination. As regards the
parties’ plea that the market purchasedo not
meet the requirement of being part of a
composite transaction, the CCI observed
that in the present case, ‘market purchases’
were inherently related to the other
transactions and would not have been
pursued in the absence of other
acquisitions. However, in the appealdirected
against the CCI’s order, the COMPAT held
that the factors relied upon by the CCI for
holding that the market purchases of the
equity shares of SHRIL by TCISIL
constituted an integral part of the scheme
and other transactions did not provide

Pertinent to mention that at the time when the CCI issued its order on ‘Thomas Cook’, Regulation 9(4) used the word ‘may be filed’ instead of ‘shall be filed’ (as used after the 2015 Amendment Regulations).
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sound legal basis for a finding that the
appellants had violated Section 6(2) in so
far as the market purchase of equity shares
of SHRIL was concerned.
In combination cases(RegnNos. C2014/05/175 and C-2014/06/181), the issue
pertained to whether the acquisition of
shares or voting rights was made solely as
an investment,thus falling under the list of
exempt categories.6
In C-2014/05/175, notification was made
for acquisition in Mangalore Fertilizers and
Chemicals Limited (MCFL) of 0.8 per cent of
its equity share capital by Deepak
Fertilizers and Petrochemicals Corporation
Ltd (DFPCL)through market purchase and
open offer. However, the CCI observed that
the acquirerhad also acquired 24.46 per
cent equity share capital of MCFL, prior to
giving notice to the CCI, by way of market
purchases. The CCI observed that DFPCL in
its press release had stated that ‘given
DFPCL’s considerable strengths in the
fertilizer business’, the purchase of shares
of MCFL was strategic and good fit with
DFPCL’sbusiness, though DFPCL took plea
in this regard thatmarket purchase of shares
of MCFL by it was not made with an intent
to acquire control but was solely for
investment purpose and thus not notifiable
to the CCI. As DFPCL and the Zuari group
had been in a takeover bid for MCFL and
were engaged in similar businesses, the CCI
considered that the market purchase of
shares of MCFL by DFPCL was not made
solely as an investment or in ordinary
course of business and should have been
notified in terms of Section 6 (2). Similarly,
with respect to purchaseof 16.43 per cent
equity interest in MFCL by Zuari Fertilisers
and Chemicals Ltdin four separate open
market purchases, the acquirer maintained
that since the investment was under 25 per
cent and made solely as an investment, it
was exempt from notification.(C2014/06/181).The CCI observed in both
these cases that the categories of
combinations exempt under Schedule I
should not include combinations that are

likely to cause a change in control or are of
the nature of strategic combinations. In the
appeal directed against the CCI’s order in
case No.C-2014/05/175, the COMPAT also
noted that various specifics relating to the
acquisition were to be seen not inisolation
but through an economic and commercial
perspective which conclusively established
that shares were notacquired ‘solely as an
investment’.
In combination case No.C-2015/02/249,
Piramal Enterprises Limited (‘PEL’) acquired
9.96 per cent equity stake in Shriram
Transport Finance Company Limited, part
of the Shriram group, by way of block
purchase of shares. Through anagreement,
PEL also acquired 20 per cent stake in
Shriram Capital Limited (‘SCL’), an
investment holding company of the
Shriram group, along with the right to
appoint two directors on the board of SCL
and certain affirmative voting rights. PEL
further acquired 9.99 per cent stake in
Shriram City Union Finance Limited, a
company promoted by SCL, pursuant to
preferential allotment of equity shares. As
the notification for the combination
regarding the above said transactionswas
not made by PEL, the CCI initiated a
suomotuinquiry holding that as the three
acquisitions were made within a two years
period, these would be considered as inter-

related transactions of the combination in
terms of Regulation 9(4). Dismissing the
appeal filed against the order of the CCI,
the COMPAT also held that based on the
strategic nature of PEL’s investments in the
Shriram Groupas reflected in PEL’s Annual
Report of 2013-14 and 2014-15 as well as
PEL’s Chairman’sletter to the shareholders
under the title ‘Strategic partnership and
alliances’, the three acquisitions were
inter-connected with the ultimate intended
effect of acquiring controlof the financial
service entities of the Shriram Group and
constituted a combination notifiable under
Section 6(2).
CONCLUSION
In view of the foregoing and various
decisions of the CCI on interpretation of
issues of solely as an investment and
composite transaction,parties should take
extreme care and caution in assessing
transactions which require notification to
rule out any violation under the Act. w
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Item I of the Competition Commission of India (Procedure in regard to the transaction of business relating to combinations) Regulations, 2011 (as amended on 7.1.2016)
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